
A very pure job:

An informal tour of the Institute for the Arts
by T. D. Kelly

Gertrude Stein once said that good artists
have no contemporaries. Once discovered.
institutionalized, defused and revered,
their works even in the present become

part of the classical tradition, leaving the artist
exactly where he began: outside of his time or
ahead of it (depending on whether he adopts a
myth of transcendence or one of progress) but in
any event somewhere else, inevitably alone. The
Institute for the Arts at Rice University, under the

direction of Dominique de Menil. is unavoidably

part of this classicizing, interpretative process.
But it is probably not what Stein had in mind
when she envisioned the usual way that a
cultural institution mediates creative activity. It
is in effect an institution that tries not to act like
one, and unlike the phone company, it largely

succeeds.
''No categorization," Dominique de Menil says

emphatically, "describes what we do. Let me put

it this way: the Moderne Museet in Stockholm is
one of the most important museums in Europe:
their exhibitions are new, original, they create

new tastes. All the work is done by three people
who resist categorization."

Classicizing with 6Ian
The Institute for the Arts is ten people who

resist categorization: it is an esthetic resource in
Houston whose importance is comparable to that

of organizations ten or twenty times its size. Its
credentials read like a connoisseur's diary of the
city's cultural life in the past decade: it has
mounted exhibitions in the grand manner,
exhibitions that draw international attention, like

the mind-boggling "Machine Show" of 1969: the
major Max Ernst retrospective of 1973 (with
Ernst himself in Houston for the opening): last

fall's "Gray is the Color," an exhibition of
grisaille works from the thirteenth century to the
present. And the Institute has mounted small,
personal exhibitions, chamber shows like the
present "Homage to Picasso" in the Rice
Museum. It brings artists and scholars of
international reputation to the campus, among

them neon sculptor Dan Flavin and Allan
Kaprow, who enacted a happening/event called
"Baggage" with Rice students and faculty.

Jean Tinguelys Rotozaza, No. 1 (1967). part of the "Machine

Show.' held in 1969.

The Institute is associated with the energetic

Rice Media Center, one of a handful of places in

the United States that acts at once as a film
museum, a production studio for student and
faculty works and an important service facility
that is used by innovative teachers campuswide.
It has available the resources of the Menil

Foundation and the D. and J. de Menil Collection,

whose worldwide reciprocal lending agreements

with museums vastly increase the range of

works seen in Institute shows. And the Institute

has made recent gestures in contemporary
music and literature as well: it sponsored the

premier of Morton Feldman's three-dimensional
choral work, The Rothko Chapel," as well as a

concert by avant-garde percussionist Steve
Reich in January: this March it ventured into

contemporary poetry and drama with well-
received readings by New York art-world poets
John Ashbery and Kenward Elmslie, and
dramatic readings of two plays with visuals by
Larry Rivers in Hamman Hall.
The net educational effecf of all this activity is

not difficult to assess: it is an excitement, an
openness to experience and to life that does its
classicizing joyfully and with elan, that shows
people new, unfamiliar worlds. It is the liveliest
activity inside Rice's sometimes-insulating
hedges, and Gertrude Stein would have loved it.

Beyond the personnel chart
'Nro. Harris Rosenstein's

title is Executive
Administrator of the
Institute for the Arts,
but that doesn't de-
scribe his job.
"Mounting a show
like the 'Gray' show
that is the first of its
kind anywhere is an
enormous job for a
staff this small," he
said. "If a place like

Harris Rosenstein the Guggenheim
decided to do a show like that, they would
probably have a curator go to one of the big
graduate schools in New York, name an editor or
author for the catalog, and have the editor assign
a certain number of pieces from the show to
each of his graduate students. It gives the
graduate students a credit, the professor a
publication, and the museum handles publicity,
administrative details, the rest of it. In Houston
there is no graduate department of art history, so
everything—in the case of the 'Gray' show this

meant locating the work in the first place,
arranging to borrow it, insure it, in some cases
escort the works personally from the lending
collection in Paris or California, then not only to
write the catalog, but design it, produce it, print
it and distribute it all at the level of quality we
demand—everything has to be done by ten
people, and that includes everyone from

Mrs. de Menil to the office staff. Naturally you
can't be fussy about who does what according
to job descriptions."

Rene Magritte's Le
Therapeute (1967)
shown as part of
the exhibit For
Children,- summer
1971

Thus it arises that a "secretary" becomes an

international private courier for works on loan, a

writer-researcher, a packer of art and an
installer of exhibitions: an "executive
administrator" whose background is in editing

becomes a scholar, a writer, a book designer,

agent, publicist, and a lot more besides. However

the organizational chart may look to human-

engineering experts, the system works: what is

lost in efficiency is gained back fivefold in
dedication, esprit de corps, and originality. "It's

unconventional," Rosenstein admits. "because
there are no set job roles and no set structure.

But who else would do the sort of thing we do?

Who would do a show about nothing but

visionary architecture (1968) or a show about the
Popes as builders and humanists (1966)? Every

one of our shows has a certain didactic value, a

teaching purpose, but it's also a creative act in

terms of what is shown, the subjects, new ways

of slicing art. When we did the children's show,

["For Children," 1971], that was the first
time anything like that had happened. You just

can't do this sort of exhibition in Houston without

an organization that escapes from the limitations

of size and conventional job categories."
Rosenstein's own background perhaps

symbolizes the unconventionality of his present

role: he worked in product planning in the
electronics industry for fifteen years before he

became executive editor of the major journal Art

News in 1965: when the publisher sold the
magazine two years ago, he jointed the Institute
for the Arts.

Institute and Foundation
One of the most important ways that the

Institute escapes the parochialism of small size
is through its connection with the Menil
Foundation, whose Paris office is nearing
completion of an astonishingly ambitious
documentary project called The Iconography of
the Blacks: An Archaeology of Racism. The
researchers, who started looking for material in
1960, have searched all of western art from the
beginnings to the nineteenth century for
representations of black people, and have
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Torso of Aphrodite Anadyomene, a Roman copy (circa 100

A.D.) from the Greek (circa 200 B.C.). shown during the

winter of 1970-71 as a part of "Ten Centuries That Shaped

the West

commissioned experts in several fields to
contribute essays to the completed work.

I recalled vaguely that one of the Magi was

represented as a black man in some early

Adorations. "Yes, but do you know there's a
black woman in Manet's Olympia?" Rosenstein

asked. "Well, nobody else does either, but she's

there in the background, a maid; all anybody

remembers is the white nude in the foreground.

Did you know there's a black St. Mauritius in
Germany? We have a complete documentation
of his iconography."
The attention to detail represented by this vast

project is well-nigh Teutonic itself: the
researcher assigned to look through the

photographic archives of the British Museum for

example, started with Album One and worked
straight through to the end, making discoveries

nearly every day. "They didn't take him seriously

for the first few weeks, "Rosenstein said wryly.

"But when he started showing them all the good

material he was finding, they became more

enthusiastic about the research." All in all, the

staff has looked at more than 8 million

photographs, and selected more than 10,000 for

inclusion in the three-volume initial publication.

"As soon as this work appears it will double the

entire literature in the field. Then that leads to

other studies once the field is opened up—that's

how these things work. Who else would do this

kind of thing?" said Rosenstein. "For the first

time, we will be able to document fully attitudes

toward black people in every western country, in
every historical period."

"It's been Mrs. de Menil's pet project for

fifteen years," said another member of the staff

later. "Harris is flying to Germany to work on

some of the details of publication."
For Rice and Houston. the benefits will be

invaluable, both because of the obvious prestige

of the Institute-Foundation association, and

because an exhibition derived from the research

will be installed in the Rice Museum, perhaps

next year. It is as if the fruits of fifteen years'

work in geology or biology had opened up an

entirely new field, and then the entire apparatus

of the research were made available first to the

Rice community.

Culture buffs and savages
Rosenstein emphasized that the goal of all this

activity is not mere academic or art-world status
seeking, but is intended ultimately to create a
taste for new art, different art, in Houston. To
him, this means creating an independent-minded
group of collector-connoisseurs, without the
elitism that the term usually connotes. "To think
that there's an elite is simply insane," he said.
"Thebest art is available to everyone." And as if
to prove the difficult point, he delighted in
recounting an episode from his Art News days,
when, attending a gallery opening, he overheard
the name of a man whom he recognized as an
important collector. "I stayed behind and
introduced myself because he was well known in

art circles, and I guess I more or less assumed
he was•wealthy—it was an understandable
assumption if you knew the value of his
collection. As we talked, it became clear that he
had bought nearly all the works when the artists
were unknown—very, very early. It turned out he
was a postman!"
That people have to trust their own feelings

about what they see is a leitmotif in Rosenstein's

conversation, and almost an article of esthetic
faith. "There has to be that core of people who
really know what they see, and what they see will
be revealing, direct, whole. By the time
everybody wants an artist's work, there is no
more. It's gone, and you couldn't afford it if it
were there. When the work is there, only that
core of people wants it. It's even a problem for
dealers: once their star artists really strike the
public, they can't get work either."
-Art is a whole thing—a whole idea," he

continued. "It's not fragmentary. The reason it
sometimes looks that way is that the art world is
used to rapid, radical change, and it's used to
seeing directly, not being dictated to or
controlled by some abstract or secondary
construct. And that's the sort of thing that
produces civilized values. It's almost a political

thing, not in any factious sense, but in the sense
that whole people with whole minds are not
usually open to stupid forms of extremism." He
paused, then said with resignation, -It's perfectly
possible to be a conventional culture buff and an

absolute savage at the same time." There was no
problem, recalling the cast of characters at 27
rue de Fleurus in the twenties,, imagining
Gertrude Stein agreeing with that.

Institute-sponsored exhibition of minimalist works by

sculptor Tony Smith.

A mountaintop in Quebec
The Institute prides itself on its independent

taste and wants to help people break through the

insecurities that Rosenstein admits exist. The

policy is to exhibit all kinds of quality art, to be

open to new ideas that the other cultural

institutions in the city resist. "I'll give you

another example," he said. "The film show this

summer at the Contemporary Arts Museum. No

restrictions, they just gave the time to the
filmmakers—a very pure job. One night there
were eight people there for a Michael Snow film,.

three hours of a camera rotating on a
mountaintop in Quebec, just moving around,

looking at the sky, the earth, the horizon. Three

hours. I walked out of that show with different

eyes." Rosenstein said passionately. "This is

education, not the kind that's normally offered.

There is no credit, there are no hours. You just

become somebody different. It's a model for

singular human activity. That's what we're trying

to do."

A more liveable thing
This faith in art's civilizing qualities is shared

by everyone I spoke to at the Institute, and it

carries over to literal as well as to metaphorical

schools through the fifteen volunteer docents of

the Institute-sponsored Art to Schools program.

In three years more than 13,500 Houston area

students, from third grade to junior and senior

high, have heard lectures and seen slide

presentations on topics designed to elicit

immediate interest: Houston Architecture, The

Art of Mexico Before Cortez, Traditional Art in

Africa, What Is Art? And for more advanced

students, there is a lecture/slide version of the

Rice Museum show "Ten Centuries that Shaped

the West," and another, "Shakespeare's World,"

written to be used in conjunction with English

courses. Thirty-five to fifty times a month the

docents fan out from the Rice Museum to
introduce quality art to tomorrow's audiences. In
addition, there are educational Institute ties to
the Black Arts Center and to Houston's
Volunteers in Public Schools (VIP) program. "We

had a request for a docent from the Klein school

district north of the airport, and from Pasadena,

where nothing of this kind exists," said Geri

Edwards, who schedules the docents. "I'd like to

arrange for someone from these districts to take

our training course for new docents—then they

could have copies made of our slides and lecture

scripts, and they can take it from there. We

foresee a need for more docents in the future if

the volume of requests keeps increasing."

There was something of Harris Rosenstein's

evangelical tone in Geri Edward's voice as she

continued, "Even people who never did any of

this before find it a really rewarding experience.

The students get very involved, there's good

interaction—it makes art a more livable thing."

The docents pay particular attention to

requests from schools in predominantly black

and chicano areas, and for many students, these

presentations may be the beginning of a lifetime

enriched by the possibilities of seeing, really

seeing, something that wasn't there before—a

kind of private mountaintop in Quebec.

High-interest loans
Direct contact with original works of art is the

sacrament that follows logically from the

Institute's articles of esthetic faith. Harris

Rosenstein thinks that many young artists are

influenced, not by new works of art, but by the
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photographs of new works of art that they see in
art magazines. "I can look at student work," he
says, "and if I've seen the original, the piece
that's doing the influencing, I'm always struck by
the way it's the photograph, not the art, that
comes through." Perhaps to counteract this
tendency. the Institute has created a loan
program through which original works from the
de Menil Collection are made available free for
exhibition in offices on the Rice campus. The
program involves literally hundreds of works by
major artists including Picasso, Pol Bury and
Andy Warhol.
Separate from the loan collection, and

representing still another way in which the
Institute brings art and people together, is the
Young Teaching Collection, which has been
assembled for use by students in art history
courses to make available original
representative works from all periods and styles,
and to counteract that constant experience of
inaccurate slides which is the day-in day-out
visual diet of the student artist or art historian.
Some pieces from the Young Teaching
Collection, African sculpture for example, travel
with the docents and can be experienced
directly by younger students. A sculpture could
conceivably be held by a third-grader one week,
written about by a student in Rice Professor
Mino Badner's primitive art course the next, and
for the third week be exhibited in a show like the
recent Historian's Choice selection from the
de Menil Collection in the Sewall Hall gallery.

New directions
Work on the 1973 grisaille show began in 1968:

next year's "Art of the Northwest Coast" has
been in preparation nearly as long. An exhibition
of Art Nouveau, a show on gardens, and the
exhibition spinoff from The Iconography of the
Blacks will follow: the grand manner. But I found
myself thinking of something Dominique de Menil
had said in our brief interview, that her favorite
show was always the one she was working on at
the time, and I went back to look at the Picassos
in the Rice Museum.
On the way, I tried to think of things the

Institute does not do: it doesn't teach courses or
hold colloquiums, it does not support artists
directly, it does not hire artists. It is neither the
Princeton Institute for Advanced Study nor the
Art Institute of Chicago. Some people have
suggested that discreet changes in the direction
of more exposure for artists who are not already
national celebrities might be appropriate: risky
artists who, in Harris Rosenstein's words, might
"explore things that are not yet considered
reasonable subjects for conjecture." One
Houston artist told me, "Kaprow and Flavin are
important figures, but I'd like to see more shows
here like the Four L. A. Sculptors show that the
Chicago Museum of Contemporary Art put up
last Christmas: new work by people we haven't
already confronted and assimilated, like Barbara
Munger and Connie Zehr."

I stepped into the museum and circled slowly
through the rooms. That an exhibition as
intriguing as this could have been mounted so
rapidly: that it could contain a work as moving as
the 1945 Skull and Pitcher and yet be described,
in context, as a "comfortable little show"
assembled only from those portions of the

Picasso: Skull and Pitcher (1945). de Menil Collection,
Houston.

de Menil Collection available in Houston, mounted
without despoiling Rice Admissions or Financial
Aid, for example, of their loaned Picassos, is an
indication of the remarkable depth and fertility
of the collection.
The show is unpretentious. It is unlikely that

people would travel to Houston from Europe and
both coasts expressly to see it, as they did to see
the grisaille show. But it began to grow on me; I
wondered which pieces Dominique de Menil had
moved or added since the show began (rumors of
perfectionist tinkering were abroad); I saw that it
looked like an Institute show nonetheless. It has
its focus, this time a personal, intimate one
showing the different sides of Picasso as a
political man in the Franco caricatures, as
fabulist and self-conscious poseur in the
minotaur lithographs—an image used also in
Ashbery's The Heroes—as hard professional in
the illustrations and posters which unobtrusively
line the east wall of the gallery, and finally
(reading the Rice Museum clockwise), just
before he exits, the visitor confronts Picasso at
his most archly serious, a sort of visual
Stravinsky, in the 1945 Skull and Pitcher.
Mockingly, the still life cliche and the hoary

memento mori, the sensual feminine vessel and
the ancient Western sign of masculine
intellectual vanity sit uneasily together on a
table, repeating and inverting each other's lines
and planes in a cubist space of disturbing energy
and light. Mounted for an homage to the artist at
his death, indeed painted the year after his
famous wartime bronze, Skull, and in the year
that his own death had been foretold by Max
Jacob, the Skull and Pitcher offers an
appropriately direct testi-
monial to art's power to
transcend the human
circumstances of its
creation and perpetua-
tion. It seemed to be what
the exhibition had been
saying all along: it
seemed to be what the
Institute was saying.

Dominique de Menil

T. D. Kelly, a founding partner and head of criticism for
Budtronics Art Manufacturing and Criticism. Houston. is an
assistant professor of English at Rice.

Art Students' Exhibition set

The 11th Annual Art Students' Exhibition will
be showing from April 15th through May 11th at
the Sewall Art Gallery. This year's exhibition will
boast approximately 100 works produced in
Rice's art classes during the 1973-74 year. The
show will feature work in all media—painting,
drawing, design, sculpture, new media, print-
making. and photography. Most of the works will
be for sale and a list of prices can be obtained
from the Gallery attendant.
The Rice Alumni Subcommittee on the Arts

will hold a reception and preview of the
Exhibition on Monday, April 15th. from 5 to 7 p.m.
at the Gallery. Alumni and friends interested in
attending are asked to R.S.V.P. with the alumni
office at 528-4598.

Rice Literary Review replaces
Janus: welcomes material from all

Traditionally, Rice's creative output has been
tapped by the undergraduate magazine, Janus.
In the last two years, however, literature has
been a rare commodity at Rice. As a remedy, the
present editors have made a radical revision of
content, quality of publication and presentation.
The new magazine, Rice Literary Review, will
draw from a broader base of contributors and
reach a larger audience. The project is being
financed by the Dean of Humanities and
sponsored by Dr. Max Apple of the English
Department.
Under the new format, contributions are being

accepted from undergraduates and graduate
students, faculty and alumni. In this way the Rice
Literary Review hopes to represent more fully the
Rice community by printing poetry, short stories,
critical essays and informal articles.

Manuscripts should be sent to Max Apple in
the English Department.

Get involved:

Ballots have been mailed to all members
of the Association of Rice Alumni. Six
positions on the Association's Executive
Board and one position on the University's
Board of Governors will be filled.
Those elected to office will be represen-

ting you in deliberations and decision-
making that affect the Association and the
University. With an electorate the size of
ours, your vote can make a difference.
Ballots must be in by May 10th. Get in-
volved: vote.
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The other athletes:
A look at the background and
arowth of intramurals at Rice.
by Bill Bell (Hanszen '74)

For Rice students tired of the rigors of the
classroom, bored with the confines of the library
and its study holes, the intramural athletic
program offers an attractive—and
popular—alternative. Last year, the 28 male and
co-ed events boasted some 2746 entries.
Involvement in intramurals has become an
integral part of the Rice experience.

The quality of competition varies as much
as the attitudes. Some teams, such as the
volleyball, football and softball champion "Bang
Gang" teams, retain championships for years by
recruiting new talent from entering freshmen
classes. Bonuses (cases of Coors and arranged
dates) might be offered, but the real incentive is
the hallowed championship. With scheduled
practices and continual brainstorming, the
"serious" teams sport top-quality athletes and
precision teamwork. This year's touch football
championship drew some 300 enthusiastic
spectators. "Number J" defeated the
"Knickerbockers" 14-13. After the referee called
the Knicks' last second extra-point attempt no
good, the ensuing swarm of fans, players and
referees resembled Shea Stadium after the Mets
won their first pennant. The extra-point
controversy enlivened campus conversation for
days to come.

On the lighter side, some teams have made
an art of losing gracefully. The "Chique Guite"
(pronounced Chee-kay Guee-tay) teams are the
most reknowned. Ostensibly named after an
obscure Latin-American obscenity, "Chique
Guite" teams have probably wtn fewer games
with greater spirit than any other team on
record. Whether gathering around the obligatory
pre-game keg or forming a huddle to give tne
traditional, lewd "Chique Guite, chique guite,
uh, uh" cheer, the team concentrates on the one
neglected aspect of athletic competition—fun.
Consequently, "Chique Guite" teams have
become so popular that the group had to split
into five splinter teams for volleyball, and
comprised one entire league. -Sons of Chique
Guite," "Four-door Chique Guite," and others
battled to win the first "Chique Guite" league
title. In the championship tournament, however,
the representative team returned to true form
with a satisfying disaster in the first round.

Students organize teams, officiating in 18
sports

Interest in the intramural program extends
to all sectors of the academic community. A
survey conducted in 1969-70 revealed that 906
individuals comprised 2108 intramural entries.
Some 550 of these were undergraduate
residents, 147 were off-campus undergraduates,
168 were graduate students and 41 faculty
members comprised the balance.

The program provides more than simply
another arena for competition at Rice. It brings
the factions of the community together in a
new—and healthy—way. Rice's competitive

academic program, when compounded by the
unbalanced male/female student ratio, makes
for a pathetic social environment. Intramurals
have done much in the way of making
afternoons and weekends at Rice more
bearable. The gym now serves as a central
meeting place for students and faculty. But
more, it is a place of fun and health, free of the
disciplined air of the classroom or library.
Professor Isle becomes more than a department
chairman: "He can really hit a softball."

The major intramural sports involve a
regular season of play, with either one or two
leagues active every aftern000n. After league
play, league champions enter a tournament to
decide an overall winner. Finally, an all-college
tournament is held, with each college fielding a
representative team.

The selection of events is enormous. Of the
28 sports, the biggest draws are touch football
(457 individual participants last year), basketball
(402), volleyball (302) and softball (526). In
addition to the team sports, several individual
events are organized into round robin
tournaments. Tennis, table tennis, badminton,
paddle-raquetball and handball are the favorites.
Spring study for some students is occasionally
suspended for various meets, as rifle, track and
swimming competition pits college teams
against one another.

All teams are organized by students, with
Sports Committee chairmen usually acting as
organizers and/or coaches for the college
teams. Each entry in the non-college leagues
requires a 50 cent charge per person to defray
costs of program equipment and operation. Until
two years ago, one-half of this fee was
refundable providing a team did not forfeit
during the season. Rising costs have forced
cancellation of this remittance.

Students also do their own officiating.
Federal law requires that officials be
compensated however, and the $1.75 per hour
paid student/officials in compliance with this
rule accounts for the major expense of the
intramural program. Generally, student
referees boast the same qualifications as SWC
officials: poor eyesight, thin skin and a
pervasive ignorance of the rules. Nevertheless,
the intramural participants recognize that their
classmates try to do their best, and razz them no

more than they would the average SWC
basketball referee. In view of their handicaps.
intramural officials do a very creditable job.

Co-ed events boost number of participants
The most recent additions to the intramural

program are the co-ed events. Co-ed softball has
been around several seasons and boasted 106
participants last year. This year co-ed volleyball
and volleywallball were added and popularly
received.

Just how co-ed these teams must be is,
specified by the intramural rules. In both softball

(which requires ten players) and volleyball

(which requires six), half the players on the field

or court must be women. In volleyball, only two of

a team's three bounces on any volley can be

handled by men. So far. the men tend to dominate

the action, but the skillful play of some women

may destroy long-held myths. Nevertheless, co-

ed intramurals have some natural limitations: the
real need is for a fully developed women's

program, offering the same rewards as the

men's. Suzanne Labarthe

Traditionally, women's athletics have taken a
back seat to men's competition. The infamous
3:1 male/female student ratio and the distance
from the gym to the women's colleges have
hampered the development of women's
intramurals. That Rice has not placed emphasis
on the women's program is an understandable,
though regrettable, error. But things are
changing: recent sentiment has given rise to a
new interest in women's athletics. The
establishment of two co-ed colleges and the
vigorous program pursued by Women's
Intramural Director Ms. Myrtle Francis have
resulted in a marked rise in the number of
female participants.
The women's swim meet still draws the most

attention, but basketball, badminton and
volleyball grow increasingly popular. Presently,
growth of the women's program is restrained
mostly by conflicts with existing programs in
already inadequate Health and Physical
Education facilities.

Barring inclement weather, Rice's gymnasium
and athletic fields are one beehive of activity.
Inside the gym, lines form at 8:45 for the 9:00
opening of tennis, handball, and squash court
sign-up sheets. Both the small and large
basketball courts are crowded with volleyball,
badminton or pick-up basketball games. Sober-
faced weight trainees occasionally stop to watch
on their way to or from the weight rooms. During
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softball season, four fields are in use daily for
scheduled intramural practices or games. These
same fields are filled with footballers during the
fall and winter months. When skies are clear, all
of Rice's tennis courts (outside the Jake Hess
complex) and the dilapidated basketball courts
are filled to capacity during daytime hours.
People enjoying health, fellowship and a pretty
day—it is a pleasant sight to behold.

Barker, freshmen PE and colleges underlie
success

Rice's intramural program has three big things
going for it besides the competitive spirit of Rice
students: J. R. Barker, the freshmen physical
education course. and the college system.
Jasper Rudolph Barker has been in charge of

intramurals for 22 years. No other individual has
played a more important role in the growth and
development of the program than he. A Rice
graduate (BS '49), Barker, with a limited budget
and less than adequate facilities, has been able
to mold Rice's intramural competition into a
first-rate program involving people from all over
the campus. Lacking a PhD, however, (He holds
an MPE degree from the University of Texas),
the programs' "main man" remains as assistant
professor without tenure due to the insensible
rigidity of University rules.
One of the secrets behind the program's

success is to be found in the close coordination
between Barker and the students. Sports
Committee chairmen from each college form the
University Intramural Committee. Working in
conjunction with Barker, the Committee aids in
planning events, changing and enforcing rules,
and disseminating information to the campus.
The Health and Physical Education

Department's freshmen PE course is another
factor in continuing intramural interest. The
course attempts to introduce each student to the
rules and rigors of a wide variety of sports and to
familiarize freshmen with the gym and athletic
facilities of the University. By exposing the
incoming class to a potpourri of sports and
games, the instructors hope to suggest new
opportunities to those interested in athletics
and, hopefully, to catch the fancy of the
unathletic. The introduction of badminton,
volleywallball, paddle-raquetball, in addition to
the usual team sports aims at stimulating an
interest in physical exercise that might stay with
the student through Rice and after graduation.
All in all, the course seems to aid in interesting
freshmen in and integrating them into Rice's
intramural program.
A third factor behind the growth and

development of the program in intramural
athletics over the last 15 years has been the
establishment of the college system. During
1956-57, there were 826 entries in intramural
events. The first year of the college system,
1957-58, the number jumped to 1279. In 1964-65
there were 1773 entries and last year 2746
entries in 28 events. These figures far outstrip
the concurrent rise in enrollment.

The colleges do more than staff the University
Intramural Committee from their membership.
They provide the program with an efficient
means of disseminating information and for
gathering ideas. They organize highly
competitive teams for the exciting all-college
tournaments. Then, of course, they back their
teams with a raft of enthusiastic supporters.

Budget, equipment and facilities present
increasing problems
The general picture shows a well organized

and highly successful program, but problems do
indeed exist.
The major problems are crowded facilities

and rising costs. Competition for the handball
courts is so fierce that any hope of getting a
court at all, much less at a specific time,
requires devious scheming. Courts are open for
reservations at 9:00 and by 9:05 all prime time
reservations are taken.
The tennis courts are less severely crowded,

but the Jake Hess Stadium courts are idle the
vast majority of the time and none of the courts
are lighted. In part, this is the result of the
interdepartmental non-cooperation of the
Athletic Department and the Health and Physical
Education Department. The Athletic Department
determines use of Jake Hess and opening the
courts to the students, alumni and faculty is
uncommon. The standard Athletic Department
argument is that opening the courts would
unduly increase wear on them. In point of fact,
these courts will rot before normal playing would
wear them out. Lighting is the second problem.
During coach Bo Hagan's reign, Rice Stadium
switched to mercury-arc lighting. The Health
and Physical Education Department requested
the old lights for use on the tennis courts.
Hagan, in his less than infinite wisdom, saw fit to
give the lights to a local Little League baseball
program. And so, while day tennis is often
unthinkable given Houston's heat and humidity,
because of yesterday's non-cooperation and
today's lack of funds (recent estimates of
lighting costs are prohibitive with the present H
& PE budget) Rice is unable to offer evening or
night tennis.

This year, 42 teams competed in basketball.
With only two courts available, and limited
access at that, these teams were able to play
only three games apiece. An addition to the gym
proposed in the late 1960's would have added
another basketball court, three handball courts,
improved lockerroom facilities and spectator
seating for the swimming pool. Presently, the
swimming fan can either find space on the one
row of balcony benches or, if he does not mind a
foot bath, he can vie for wet space on the ledge
built around the deck area. Cost of this
expansion was estimated at $300,000 - then. Now
building costs have skyrocketed and while
President Hackerman has attempted to convince
donors to aid in new gym construction, few
people have shown interest.

The H & PE budget has remained essentially
fixed for the past 10 years. In the same period,
inflation and increased participation have made
the cost of the intramural program soar.
Because the program costs are proportionately
greater at higher levels of participation. two
years ago the intramural fee had to be doubled
from 25 cents to 50 cents per person per event.
Not surprising to those who understood the
students' feelings for the program, the new
higher fee made little difference in the number
of entries.
The highest priority at present must be

improved facilities. The intramural program is
now operating at near peak level, and with the
increased interest of women in intramurals may
come a desperate shortage of facilities.
Intramurals are a vital part of today's Rice
experience. A decline in quality or quantity
would be tragic.

Bill Bell is a senior political science major from Pensacola.
Fla. Sports editor of the Thresher, this year. Bill will enter
medical school next fall.

Vote early

If your alumni election ballot is not in by
May 10th, it cannot be counted.
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The 1973 Rice freshman comes here from a
well-educated family. He can boast an "A-
average in high school and receives financial
aid. He does not think that the government is
doing enough to curb pollution or to protect the
consumer. However, he does not place
influencing the political structure and societal
values among his major objectives: he would
rather work with ideas than with people.
These are some of the characteristics that

might be included in a profile of the 1973 Rice
freshman, drawing information from the
Cooperative Institutional Research Program of
the American Council on Education (ACE) and
the University of California at Los Angeles. Rice
was one of 37 universities among 360
institutions nationwide taking part in the effort to
uncover trends on college campuses. The data
freshmen submitted was appropriately weighted
when necessary in orcter to provide a normative

profile of the nation's 1973 freshman populatior..
Such information is correlated and published

for educational counseling, research and
administration, manpower planning and policy
analysis. and also for the general community of
students and parents. Each participating
institution is supplied with data reported by its
first-year class and with nationwide data,
allowing the institution to compare its students
with those at similar institutions nationally.

For the third consecutive year student
information forms were included in registration
packets sent to all new, first-year Rice students.
Of this group, 479 (76 percent) returned
completed or nearly-completed (the number of
respondents varied by question) questionnaires.
ACE considered this sampling sufficient to
represent the general background, thoughts and
aims of the Rice Class of 1977.

The Class of '77:
Where did they come from?
Where are they going?
What do they want?

The proportion of
class is

year;

Respondents:
male
female

Getting to Rice
women in this year's Rice
up 5.4 percent over last
the proportion of blacks
is up .8 percent. Rice

continues to have a rela-
tively large number of

foreign nationals. These
first-year students had

excellent g.p.a.'s in high
school; most traveled
some distance to get
here; and all are very

aware of Rice's
reputation for academic

excellence.

University
National

Rice Norm

Citizenship:
native born US citizen
naturalized US citizen
not US citizen

Racial Background:
white/caucasian
black/negro/Afro-Amer
Oriental
American Indian
Mexican-Amer/chicano
Puerto Rican-American
other

Distance from home to college
5 miles or less
6-10 miles
11-50 miles
51-100 miles
101-500 miles
more than 500 miles

Average grade in high school:
A or A+
A-

B
B+

B.-
C+

71.4% 54.1%
28.6 45.9

94.1 97.1
2.3 1.8
3.6 1.1

90.1 95.0
3.6 3.0
4.0 0.9
0.8 0.8
2.5 0.5
0.4 0.2
1.7 1.1

3.4 5.0
7.0 6.8

15.9 18.2
3.0 18.4

27.5 40.9
43.2 10.6

54.7 14.1
22.7 16.5
13.9 25.8
6.1 24.3
1.3 10.8
1.3 5.4

Rice Norm
- 3.0
- 0.1

Reasons noted as very important
in selecting this college:
parents 10.9 6.9
wanted to live away 16.9 23.9
teacher advice 8.2 4.2
good academic reputation 95.0 62.7
offered financial assitance 32.6 13.4
advice of one who attended 13.0 19.6
offer specific educ program 23.2 26.7
low tuition 1.3 20.4
advice of guidance counselor 5.4 6.2
wanted to live at home 2.2 6.0

Rice and beyond
Though over 90 percent of this class

plans on graduate school, most of
these students have

chosen Rice for their
undergraduate years

only. Medicine,
engineering and research

are popular career
choices; teaching is not.

Most Rice freshmen
claim an intrinsic interest
in their proposed major

field. They want to work
with ideas more than with

people, and hope to
contribute to society in

Highest degree planned here:
this way.

BA, BS 59.8 69.1
MA. MS 28.9 15.5
EdD, PhD 8.9 3.0

Highest degree planned anywhere:
BA, BS 7.7 27.8
MA. MS 24.4 32.2
EdD, PhD 38.8 14.8
MD, DO. DDS, DVM 18.1 13.9
LLB. JD 10.1 8.2
BD, MDiv 0.2 0.3
other 0.4 1.3

Probable field of study:
biological sciences 15.2 10.5
business 5.1 13.2

•

Rice Norm
engineering 31.7 9.6
physics or chemistry 9.9 2.9
mathematics and statistics 6.4 2.9
social sciences 6.2 6.3
undecided 6.2 4.6

Probable career occupation:
doctor 13.8 10.6
engineer 26.9 8.8
research scientist 17.6 4.9
lawyer 7.9 7.4
undecided 14.2 11.5
other occupation 6.1 7.8
educator (college) 2.0 1.0
educator (secondary) 0.9 3.9
educator (elementary) 2.7
educator (specialist) 0.2 2.9
business management 2.3 5.3
business (other) 2.3 6.6

Reasons very important for
career choice:
intrinsic interest in field 80.9 73.1
work with ideas 69.6 51.3
work with people 35.6 58.6
be helpful to others 47.6 60.9
high anticipated earnings 31.4 37.5
independence 47.8 42.1
contribute to society 51.1 50.2
job openings available 33.3 49.7

The families
These students are from very well-educated

families. Two-thirds of the
fathers are college

graduates; one-half of
these hold graduate
degrees. The income

figures reflect this. Two-
thirds of the mothers
have at least "some

college- and 44 percent
hold one degree or more.

Yet fewer than the
normative proportion are

employed.
Father's education:
grammar school or less
some high school
high school graduate
post secondary other than coil

3.2 3.8
3.2 7.5
7.8 22.1
2.5 4.4
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Rice Norm

some college 15.6 15.6
college graduate 34.7 24.4
some graduate school 5.1 3.6
graduate degree 28.0 18.6

Mother's education:
grammar school or less 2.1 2.1
some high school 4.0 5.9
high school graduate 20.5 36.3
post secondary other than coil 7.1 8.3
some college 22.4 18.7
college graduate 30.1 19.8
some graduate school 4.0 3.1
graduate degree 9.8 5.8

Father currently employed:
yes. full time 95.5 93.8
yes. part-time 0.4 1.1
no 4.1 5.1

Mother currently employed:
yes, full time 30.3 33.1
yes, part-time 11.3 17.2
no 58.4 49.7

Estimated parental income:
less than $6,000 3.3 5.3
$6.000 to $9,999 6.2 10.3
$10.000 to $14,999 18.1 26.5
$15,000 to $19,999 20.1 18.5
$20,000 to $29,999 27.2 21.7
$30,000 to $49,999 15.7 11.8
More than $50.000 9.4 5.9

Affording education
It is very improbable that a student could "work

hisway through" Rice today,
tuition and academic

demands being what they
are. Most of these

students are receiving
financial aid through

scholarships or grants.
Virtually all receive
substantial parental

assistance also. Still.
over 60 percent express

some concern about
financing college.

Concern about financing college:
no concern 38.7 35.5
some concern 48.7 48.7
major concern 12.6 15.8

Support from parental family:
none 9.6 11.8
$1 to $499 8.7 15.6
$500 to $999 12.4 13.8
$1.000 to $1,999 16.7 23.9
$2,000 to $4.000 39.8 23.2
over $4.000 12.8 11.5

Scholarships or grants:
none 31.1 63.7
$1 to $499 9.0 14.5
$500 to $999 12.4 9.2

Rice Norm
$1,000 to $1,999 21.7 7.1
$2,000 to $4,000 18.6 4.4
over $4,000 6.9 1.0

Support from part-time or
summer work:
none 32.9 23.4
$1 to $499 44.9 46.7
$500 to $999 17.9 22.2

Federal insured or college loans:
none 63.4 80.8
$1 to $499 11.5 4.3
$500 to $999 13.7 6.8
$1,000 to $1,999 7.9 6.9
$2,000 to $4,000
over $4.000

3.6 1.0

Outlook and objectives
These freshmen are a little more politically

conservative than university freshmen-
in-general. Though they see

areas where government
is falling short, and areas
where they disagree with

the status quo, they
indicate little interest in
the role of community

leader or socio-political
activist. They want to
become authorities in

their chosen fields and
are convinced-even
before enrolling-that
Rice will serve their

interests well.

Political orientation:
far left 1 7
liberal 33.0
middle-of-the-road 43.4
conservative 21.0
far right 0.9

Agree strongly or somewhat strongly:
gov't not controlling pollution 83.3
gov't not protecting consumer 66.2
gov't not desegregating quickly
too many rights for criminals
women's activ best in home
wealthy should pay more taxes
marijuana should be legalized
discourage large families
women should get job equality
can do little to change society

37.1
45.1
22.2
61.9
48.7
81.7
96.1
34.7

benefit of college is monetary 28.7
stu should help eval faculty 81.2
abolish college grades 27.3
de-emphasize organized sports 44.9
regulate student publications 22.2
college has right to ban speaker29.8
preferential treatm't for disadv 24.1
colleges too lax on stu protests 36.0

2.0
35.8
48.1
13.6
0.4

89.0
77.2
46.9
47.3
24.4
72.0
51.2
71.5
93.9
39.7

46.5
78.1
32.8
25.5
22.3
18.2
33.5
30.6

Objectives considered to be
essential or very important:
be an authority in my field
influence political structure
influence social values
raise a family
be very well off financially
help others in difficulty
be involved in environ clean-up
develop a philosophy of life
become a community leader
achievement in a performing art

71.8
19.8
27.5
44.7
47.6
54.2
30.6
80.3
22.6
23.3

64.0
16.2
30.5
52.2
52.4
62.6
33.2
72.4
30.8
21.5

Students estimate chances are very
good that they will:
change major field 20.8 18.7
change career choice 24.0 18.0
graduate with honors 20.1 11.1
be elected to student office 4.8 1.9
be elected to honor society 18.5 7.0
make at least a "B" average 53.7 42.0
get a bachelor's degree 94.3 79.5
drop out temporarily 0.5 1.7
transfer to another college 3.4 8.9
be satisfied with college 81.1 59.4

TOr nes Mock

Rice politics boring?
Fully-clothed candidate for SA President, D.H. Whalen '75,
talks a blue streak before supporters and William M. Rice,
seated. Whalen finished second in the presidential race. For
more student election results, see page 10.
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Getting to the bottom
of underground radio
By T. Austin Bay (Lovett '79)

'
Do you ever wonder
what goes on in a
radio station. espe-
cially that aberrant
avatar of radio, the
college radio station?
Sometimes even the
folks at KTRU, Rice's
version of NBC, don't
know what constitutes
radio. But after years
of meringue, the syn-

thetic sound of basso
profundo deejays and trebelo
profano music pumped into
our vacuumed skulls,• it is
refreshing to discover an unu-

1, sual and edifying approach to
lii the usually reproachful

sounds emanating from the airwaves. Amateur
is often used as a dyslogism. but at KTRU
the standard of the Amateur as an un-paid
professional is well borne. We took our
tape recorder and note pad to KTRU's
subterranean environs for a listen to a
representative voice, much more imagination
and jive than real, yet nevertheless an insight
into what makes Rice radio run.

From the control room
(It's 1:00 p.m. The disc jockey turns on the FM
transmitter and signs on the broadcast day.)

DJ—You're listening to the mighty pound of the
underground sound of KTRU Houston. 91.7 FM
stereo, broadcasting from the basement of the
Rice Memorial Center with a transmitter power
of 250 count 'em on your fingers watts, all
dangling from our antennae atop Sidney
Richardson College 14 floors over Main Street.
KTRU. all of whose letters you'll find in your
alphabet. is licensed by the FCC under the
auspices of the Board of Governors and under
the direct supervision of the University
President—Howdy Hack, we'll be giving this
morning's handball results anytime now—and is
staffed by unpaid and uncredited volunteers
trained in the finest tradition of mesmerization.
Portions of our programming are mechanically
reproduced but as live as /'// ever be this is T. A.
Mountebank pumping out the gold in any vein
but your 'own. (The first strains of "Dirty Water"
by the Standells scratch through the studio
speakers; we hear the lines, "Boston, you're my
home." The DJ turns his microphone off.)
DJ--Well, do you like my Top 40 parody?
Journalist—That isn't really my bag ...as a
matter of fact, I hate it.
DJ—So do I, but at times a little unrestrained
jive's good for you. Mind if I streak?
J—Afterwards, Mr. Mountebank.
DJ—I'm the only one down here who delves into
the morass of Top 40. Theoretically speaking
we've the freedom to sound anyway we want, as
long as it's done with taste.

J—Theoretically speaking?
DJ—Sure man, this is Rice, even I can't quite
escape the mathematical parlance. But let me
demonstrate with my chameleonable voice.
We've got seventy different people in this
basement doing everything from news and
playing music to connecting wires, sanding
shelves, and even writing radio plays for our
"Mercurial Theatre." (The record ended and he
opened the mike.)
DJ—Hey baby, that's the Beatles with "Back in
the USSR," you know how lucky you are. That's
dedicated to Alexander Solzhenitsyn and
Svetlana Stalina who normally hear the hits on
station KGB in Moscow. Right? Left? Brezhnev?
(He turned on the second turntable and closed
his mike.)

DJ—The tune I'm playing now is "Chameleon" by
Herbie Hancock, the jazz pianist. We
programmed that tune six weeks before other
stations began to pick up on it. We offer a jazz
show on Sundays, you may know, and ten hours
of classics on Saturdays because we've got
people who are interested in spending some time
out of the library and the computer room.
J—And you go with the heavy, shouting
approach.
DJ—Not exactly, sometimes I'm like this.
(He faded out the record and cleared his throat
over the air)
DJ—Ah ... yeah ...I mean, man...strictly
stony.. .pure stuff huh? A good deal from
brother Herb and his Head ...hunters...heavy
huh? ...Alliterate.
(He started another record and turned off his
microphone.)
J—OK, that's your heavy approach. What about
classics?
DJ—Man, the only classics I know are like "Roll
over Beethoven."
J-1 suspected as much. I understand KTRU is
involved in "educational programming." What
does that mean?
DJ—Well, we're licensed as an educational, non-
commercial station, which means we can't sell
ads, right? Our funds come from the student
blanket tax. The students are our primary
audience, therefore when we say educational we
don't mean Ding Dong School, we mean shows
that provide relevant information or interesting
entertainment to our audience, like speeches by
political candidates, the proceedings of the
student government, bi-hourly campus and
general news, as well as special programs on
topics like, say, the history of Westheimer Road
that one friend of our station did. Our talk show
interviews people who may be of interest to the
Rice community, like the directors of Houston's
Reunion Theater or the right hand man of the
Guru Maharj Ji. Hold on, time for a costume
change. (He cued up another record and
opened his mike.)
DJ—Oh yeah pahdnah...that's the Ohrange
Blossum Spehshul by Earl Scruggs with the Nitty
Gritty Dirt Banduh, bless yah, and jes befo' that a

couple o' Texus boys, Mistah Willie Nelson with
"Sad Songs and Waltzes" or whatever, and Mike
Murphy with "Cosmic Cowboy." This here's you
ole pahdnuh T. A. remindin' yah that there's a
whole hour of progressive country muzak every
Sunday evenin' ri'cheer on KTRU. It's the
Midnight Consuht.
(DJ plays Jerry Jeff Walker's "Hill Country
Rain," flips off mike.)
J—The midnight concert? Is that some sort of
prowler or is it a choir of crickets and frogs?
DJ—No, it's an hour when the deep-throated DJ
programs a favorite artist or whatever he wants
to do. The progressive country show is a regular
event which features both country rock and
straight country and western music...
J—Is this a recording? Sounds like I'm getting a
pitch.
DJ—No man, we've just got a lot of things, all
kinds of things happening—often unpredictably.
We've had deejays come on and read T. S. Eliot's
poetry over the music of Miles Davis and we've
got one disc jockette who does a specialty show,
say an hour of humorous songs like "MTA" or
"Purple People Eater." But the weirdest trip of
all is a set called "On Tour" done by our
Wednesday night jock. He recently did a surf
music show and filled up the hour with songs, the
sound of surf, and a series of "interviews" with
an ex-California surfer who offered to give
lessons in nude surfing. The next week he did an
hour of "rock music from the Midwest" which
included an interview with a farm boy getting
stoned on a Mississippi River levee just north of
Cairo. (The record finishes but instead of playing
another tune, the DJ inserts a cartridge into a
tape machine.)

KTRU'S Sunday night jazz show features freshman
electrical engineering major Glen Collier "On Air."

DJ—Now listen to this t-shirt ad. Better than the
National Lampoon. (Tape begins.)
Sen. Ervin—Ah, mistah Colson, at any time did
the Presahdunt have knowledge of your
purchase of these heah K-T-R-U t-shirts?
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Colson-Ah ...no Senator, he did not, not at any
time I was aware of.
Sen. Ervin-Time that you were ahweah of?
Colson-(whispers to his lawyer) No sir.
Sen. Ervin-What colors did Mr. Krogh
purchase?
Colson-(whispers to lawyer again) Ah, yellow,
grey. blue.. .red and white.
Sen. Ervin-Blue, red, and white Mistah Colson?
Colson-Yes Senator, that's correct, the cloak of
national security, I mean the colors.
Sen. Baker(interrupting)-Excuse me, Mr.
Chairman. Mr. Colson, were these t-shirts to be
laundered in Mexico?
Colson-No sir, I don't know anything about the
laundering instructions. They're cotton so like
the dollar bill I'm sure they shrink.
Sen. Baker-Where were these t-shirts to be
purchased?
Colson-At the Rice campus store at a (he flips
through a sheaf of pages) at $2.45/per shirt.
Sen. Ervin(strikes gavel)-Gentlemun, ever
since the Lawd deemed it fit that Joseph weah
his coat, that was in Biblical times, He, the
Almighty, has deemed it wise that man be
clothed. Shakespeah said, I believe it was in
Macbeth, that only silence should be displayed. I
heahby adjourn this committee until tomorrow so
that we may vote on the Defense budget and
purchase KTRU t-shirts, if anyone is so desirous.
Adjourned.
Stray voice(Inouye?) - Is that what they mean by
a cover-up? (The DJ plays another record.)

J-What else do you do on tapes besides run
political editorials?
DJ-We review plays, among other things.

J-What about news?
DJ-That's live, except what we get from the
Mutual Network. ...Say, you know, you've got a
pretty good voice. How would you like to be a
newsman?
J-Newsperson. We're progressive journalism.

DJ-Well how would you like to do a deejay
shift?
J-Well, I always thought...you know, it's sort of

embarassing to make a mistake in front of...

DJ-A microphone? Come on. This record's
almost over. Go ahead. try it.
J-Well my mother told me only to go out with
written words but...
(On The Air)
DJJ-Hey kids, this is Papa Soul hisself ole G.
Gordon Priddy layin' the hot wax in yer ear.
Mommas and Papas we're gonna make groovin'
behoovin'. Yeah, get yah movin' ... (whispered)
Am I doin all right?

Austin Bay, a KTRU staff member for the past five years. is

currently completing classwork for a master of arts degree in

English His article. "The Show Band. of South Main.-

appeared in the Dec.-Jan. Sallyport
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second floor. Rice Memorial Center. Address all
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University. P.O. Box 1892. Houston. Texas 77001.
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Reverberations
Three cheers

I have just this minute finished reading
the December-January issue of the Sallyport,
and I had to sit down and write this letter. It
was the most enjoyable copy ever! Three
cheers for the MOB!!! It does seem, though,
that the Aggie Corps hasn't changed much
since I left Rice. If I had any money I'd ear-
mark most of it to buy a keg of beer for the.
band. They really seem to be upholding the
honor and character of Rice as I remember it.

Bill Haymes' article Was also a winner. I
think future articles of this type would be
great (not necessarily from people who have
the super success stories, but from the ones
who are looking). Keep up the great work.

Bob Duncan BA '71
St. Charles, Mo.

I think the MOB sounds hysterical. On the
other hand I thought the way A&M explained
the distinction between humor and insult
was kind of funny. I hope the MOB swallowed
its own pill before it was relegated to history.
It's got too good a thing going to have it
wiped out by a bigger fist.

Sherry Dunavent '68
Houston

Congratulations on your latest issue -
and especially on the article about the MOB,
by Austin Bay. I found it very readable:
clever, informative, and written with com-
mendable grace and restraint.

John E. Parish
Professor of English

Errata
Credit was not given to Sallyport
photographer Jim Caldwell for his many
photographs that appeared in the last issue.
NOr was credit given Charles Duncan, for his
photo that appeared with "Coffeehouses,
honkey-tonk angels, and Screech Bottom,
Pa." by Bill Haymes.

Best sellers at the campus bookstore

1. American Review No. 19, Solotaroff (ed.)
2. Joy of Sex. Comfort
3. Exorcist, Blatty
4. Chariots of the Gods?, von Daniken
5. Hear the Sound of My Feet Waling

Drown the Sound of My Voice Talking,
O'Neill

6. Doonesbury: Original Yale Cartoons, Trudeau
7. Fear and Loathing on. the Campaign

Trail 1972. Thompson
8. Making of the President 1972, White
9. One Day in the Life of

Ivan Denisovitch, Solzhenitsyn
10. Icon and the Axe, Billington
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'66 and Dr. King Walters '53.

Association honors Callaway

Karyn L. Callaway, editor of alumni
publications since March 1970, resigned her
post February 15th. The vacated position is
currently being filled by Steve Barnhill, who had
acted as her editorial assistant since May.
Always notable for her candid, straight-

forward approach to issues, Karyn strove to have
Sallyport "tell it like it is"-with style. This
editorial posture was rooted in a high regard for
the tastes and intelligence of Rice alumni.

Karyn guided Sallyport's development from an
ugly. boring newsletter to the spirited "maga-
paper" that it is today. Her brochures, "Letters to
Alumni," were consistently of prize winning
quality. Karyn's interest in Rice University and
its alumni was exhibited in virtually everything
she did for the Association.

In appreciation, the officers and staff of the
Association of Rice Alumni are presenting Karyn
with a bound volume of all the. Sallyport's she
edited. It is dedicated thusly:
''The Sallyport inherited by your successor.

Karyn. is a far cry from the publication whose
editorial chair you assumed in March, 1970.
Sallyport then lacked imagination. It was ugly,
barely readable and profoundly dull. Today it is a
first class publication, pleasing to the eye and
the mind.
"Sallyport's evolution from a mediocre

newsletter to a spirited "maga-paper" found its
impetus in your creativity and editorial care.
Today, its reputation as a straightforward,
truthful publication, willing to discuss all issues
affecting the University community, is nothing
less than a reflection of your honesty and
concern. Its design reflects your artistry. Its
thorough and objective coverage of subjects is
testimony to your diligence and individuality.
"We of the Association of Rice Alumni are

proud of Sallyport. It is as a token of our
appreciation for your work and as an expression
of our affection for you personally that we
present this bound volume of those issues which
you edited. These "maga-papers", through their
style and quality, speak for themselves. It is our
pleasure to offer such a fond gift.-
The Association wishes Karyn and her

husband Michael all the best for the future.

...a bird of bad moral

character.

-Ben Franklin, letter to

Sarah Bache (1784)
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We tackled a massive musical and brought the damn thing off... we came up
with a very good show. — Neil Havens BA '56 director, Rice Players

News and notices
Two chosen for Columbia law
program
Rice juniors Allan Van Fleet and Joel Martinez

will enroll next year at the Columbia School of
Law. They will benefit from a special program
which allows students at the New York, school to
earn their law degrees a year early.
Columbia initiated the program by inviting a

dozen schools to nominate two juniors for their
very highly rated law school. Rice was among
the 10 schools to respond and the arrangement
has proved mutually beneficial for three years.
Rice can offer its best students early placement
inio their chosen graduate field; Columbia
receives the best possible students for its law
school. Participants finish their BA in the second
year at Columbia and their JD in the third.
Rice selects its candidates after a rigorous

screening. Students submit recommendations,
transcripts, test scores and a statement outlining
their past accomplishments and future goals to
the Professional Advisory Committee.

Joel Martinez plans on a career in the
diplomatic corps. "My grandfather was Mexican
consul to the United States." he says, "and I'm
interested in that same kind of law." Columbia is
specially suited to his purposes since it has
direct connections with the United Nations
headquarters in New York City. Joel will
complete an English major at Columbia.

Allan Van Fleet has wanted to become a
lawyer since he was in junior high school.
Although he is not completely decided about the
type of law he will practice. Allan is leaning
toward civil rights and consumer law.
Columbia's law school interested him because
of its emphasis on civil rights and behaviorism.
He is working on a double major in political
science and behavioral science.

Don Knodel retires
In 1970 Rice won the Southwest Conference

basketball championship and Don Knodel was
named Coach of the Year. This year the Owls
finished sixth in the SWC and Knodel retired.
But a losing season wasn't Knodel's motivation:
he has been a coach for 20 years, eight of them
at Rice, and "Coaching can't fulfill what I want
now ...a man needs change."
Knodel wants to remain at Rice in any activity

outside of coaching. Hal Morris wrote in the
Thresher: "More than anyone in the athletic
administration. Knodel understands, and more
importantly, believes in the college system. the

Players produce Zorba!, schedule
A Man for All Seasons
"Most musical comedies do not deal very

seriously with major existential questions.
Zorba! tries to treat the hard facts of life. In
three successive scenes Zorba! contains a
murder, a mine disaster, and a death — yet
it ends on a note of joy, insistence that life
is worth living. The fact of life is death: to
put that in a musical, forcefully and dramati-
cally, and still have the audience respond
affirmatively to the conclusion, is extremely
difficult. I feel we did."
Havens' first production at Rice was A Man

For All Seasons. Now, ten years later, he is
doing it again, " to see how far I've gotten."
Player's productions "ought to make a dif-
ference." This play is about "the authority
of the individual conscience. Somewhere
there is a corethat is you, and it doesn't shift."

A Man For All Seasons runs April 1-6 at
Hamman Hall.

rigors of Rice academics and Rice in
general.. .he never has any trouble selling the
University to anyone...Without a doubt,
President Hackerman should keep Knodel."

Nothing has been decided yet about the Miami
of Ohio All-American. His successor hasn't been
chosen either, although his assistants George
Mehaffey and McCoy McLemore are possible
choices.

Student elections completed
Spring is, among other things, the time for
student elections at Rice. An abbreviated list of
1974-75 student officers is included below.

Student Association
President: Steve Golvach (Will Rice '75)
Internal affairs v.p.: Marty Sosland (Lovett '75)
External affairs v. p.: Carl Treleaven (Lovett '75)
Secretary-treasurer: Joann Andrews (Jones '75)
Off-campus senator: Lolly Prestridge (Jones '75)
Thresher editor: Gary Brewton (Lovett '76)
Campanile editor: Susan Halter (Jones '75)

College presidents
Baker: Bill Lee ('74)
Brown: Linda Fetters ('75)
Hanszen: Marie Alexander
Jones: Kathy Vanderbeck ('75)
Lovett: Ray Pentecost ('75)
Will Rice: Scott Davis ('75)
Sid Richardson: Billy Collier ('75)
Wiess: Jeff Finger ('75)

Alumni invited to Senior Day
Come welcome the Class of 1974 into the

Association! This year's Senior Day picnic will
be held Thursday. May 2nd, at 5:30 p.m. on the
patio of the Rice Memorial Center. There will be
beer, food, entertainment and a lot of happy
seniors, Thursday being the last day of finals.
Alumni tickets are $3.50 each and available from
the alumni office. See ya' there.

Something new from The Night
Owls
The Night Owl Dance Club will try something

out of the ordinary for its annual December
program. Since 1957 the club has held spring
and winter dance parties, and a cocktail party in
the summer. A live band plays music popular

with Rice alums from the Class of '50 to the
Class of '70. This December, however, the winter
party will take the form of "Let's Make A Deal,"
a popular television show. Billy Burkhalter '52,
this year s president, will act as Rice's answer to
Monty Hall. Judy Bruecher BA '55 hopes that
members will come dressed in costumes and be
ready to make a deal.
The club is open to any couple at least one of

whom is an alum. Anyone interested in joining
should contact the membership co-chairpersons
Steve and Sue Shaper at 325 Ripple Creek.
Houston 77024 or call them at 468-2300.

Tsanoff Endowment campaign
achieves goal

Only seven months after campaign kick-off,
the Tsanoff Endowment Fund has been
established with more than $250,000 in
contributions.
Jim Hargrove '43, campaign chairman.

reported 100 percent participation from the
sponsors group, substantial help from four
foundations and enthusiastic support from
former students of Professor Radoslav A.
Tsanoff. The fund will provide for a Tsanoff
Fellowship in Philosophy, a Tsanoff Lectureship
in the Humanities and two Tsanoff Scholarships,
one in philosophy and one in humanities.

In a letter to Jim Hargrove. Mrs. Corrine
Tsanoff wrote for herself and her ill husband: (in
part) "I find it impossible to express adequately
Radoslav's deep appreciation of the honor
which you.. .have given him in establishing the
Tsanoff Endowment Fund for Rice University.
"No other designation of these funds, so

unselfishly raised, could give to Radoslav
deeper satisfaction and pleasure than such a
continuing support of philosophy and the
humanities at Rice."
At the conclusion of the letter, a note from the

much-loved and admired educator: "To all of
you, my thanks. Radoslav.-

Beer-Bike races April 6th
All alumni are cordially invited to attend the

1974 Rondelet Beer-Bike Races on Saturday,
April 6th. Will Rice and Hanszen Quads will be
the site of a pre-race picnic at noon. The annual
Beer-Bike Race itself will be held at 2 p.m. in the
stadium parking lot. Those wishing to attend the
picnic and/or receive more information on the
three-day Rondelet weekend should contact the
alumni office (528-4598) as soon as possible.
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Tour of Brazilian cities leaves
May 12th
The Rice Design Alliance and the Association

of Rice Alumni are co-sponsoring a two week
tour of Brazil's modern and baroque cities with
the guidance of Professor Adele Santos of the
Rice Architecture Department. Pre-tour lectures
May 1st and May 8th in 301 Sewall Hall will be
free to tourists, $5 per family for armchair
travelers. Departure from Houston, Sunday. May
12th. Full payment of $999 is due NOW!! to
Conlin-Dodds Travel Agency, 2763 Plymouth
Rd., Ann Arbor, Mich. 48105. For itineraries call
the alumni office 713-528-4141, ext. 215/217.

"Ma$$ Tran$it-Who Pay$?"
asks RDA
The expense and funding of a mass transit

system for Houston will be the subject of a Rice
Design Alliance spring symposium entitled
"Mass Transit—Who Pays?" to be held in the
Grand Hall of the Rice Memorial Center on
Wednesday, May 1st. The gathering will begin
with lunch at noon and conclude at 5:00 p.m.,
with a cocktail hour afterward.
Charges for the symposium will be $10.00 for

non-RDA members, or will be included in the
cost of membership if you join at the door. The
symposium is free to members. The cost of the
lunch is $6.00 for all. Those wishing reservations
or information are asked to return the clip-out
coupon below before April 23rd.

Please return to: Rice Design Alliance
P. 0. Box 1892
Houston, TX 77001

I am interested in:
O RESERVING places at $10.00 each for the

Symposium May 1st.
O RESERVING places for lunch at $6.00 each.
O Learning more about RDA.

Please make checks payable to Rice University.

Name 

Address 

City 

State Zip  Phone 

Area Club Notebook
Los Angeles is first on the list with a report of

new officers for the Rice Club of Southern
California and a feature visit with Coach Al
Conover, Feb. 27th.
The club's new officers include Bill McGregor

'65, president; Jay Smith '60 executive vice
president; Judy Teverbaugh *70, Elna Burns '40
and Jim Langworthy '48. vice presidents in
charge of student recruitment, administration
and programs respectively. Other elected
officers are Pam Bardo '60, Sharon Mountford
'58, Butler Perryman '39, Jack Pietri '59, Lynn
Roberts '69, Paul Roberts '69, Fred Woods '58
and Park Weaver '58. past president.
About twenty folks were on hand to greet

Conover at the no-host cocktail and dinner party
in the Los Angeles Atheletic Club. Films of the
'73 season and news of recruitment plans built
enthusiasm for these Owl watchers. "Next time
we'll meet in the Cotton Bowl," Coach Conover
insisted at the close of the meeting.

Across the country in Atlanta, Ga., President
Norman Hackerman delivered a lecture entitled
"Science and Technology in the Service of
Society" to a group of Rice alums assembled in
the Georgia Tech Student Center. The
President's speech had been the keynote
address of the Rice Alumni Institute course
entitled "Science and Technology in Society" a
couple of weeks earlier.

Charles Duncan '47 introduced President
Hackerman, who remained to visit with more
than twenty guests at a reception in Stouffer's
Atlanta Inn. David Farnsworth '42, president of
the Association, was on hand to greet the guests
that included Gloria Shatto '54 and Kent
Hofmann '66, who organized the meeting. as
well as Dr. and Mrs. Howard Taylor '42 & 44, Dr.
and Mrs. G. L. Bridger '33 & '35, Dr. and Mrs. Tom
Gaylord '70, Jerome Miller '59, and Fred Berman
'63.
The following week President Hackerman

dined with and addressed about thirty alumni in
the Nashville, Tenn. area. Coordinators of the
Friday, March 8th social event were Flem Smith
'58 and Julian Norman '59. Also at the meeting,
which was held in the -University Club on the
Vanderbilt Campus, were Don Israel '57, David
Howell Jones '44, Ann Olsen '70, Dr. Tim Stevens
'58. John and Carolyn Jackson '67.

Meetings projected past the deadline for this
report were: the Washington Area Club cocktail-
and-munchies meeting with President
Hackerman in the National Press Club
Wednesday, March 20th from 6:30 p.m.; a
streetcar birthday party and picnic honoring
William Marsh Rice (1816-1900) to be held in and
around New Orleans' Audubon Park. Saturday,
March 23rd; a reception for Dr. Hackerman at
the San Antonio Country Club, March 27th; a
bus trip by Boston/New Englanders to Deerfield,
Mass., April 21st. (Special hostess in Deerfield
will be Mary Beth Peters '39.)

Send your child to summer school
at Rice
The 1974 Rice Summer School for Junior and

Senior High students offers pupils the
opportunity to take subjects which may not fit
into a regular schedule, subjects which they
enjoy and would like to explore more widely, or
subjects in which they would like to improve.
Forty-four courses—ranging from studio art to
beginning Russian, from physical science to
physical education, and from exploring the
universe to the geologic origins of Texas—will
be offered June 4th through July 12th.
The courses, taught by Rice graduate trainees

under the close supervision of master teachers
from the local area and around the country, are
designed to allow a high degree of individual
attention. Tutorial help will be available in all
subjects.

Still another feature of the summer school is
the emphasis on interdisciplinary study.
exemplified in such courses as The Era of The
Sun King—Louis XIV, Latin American Culture -
History, and Crisis, The 1970's.
Courses in all departments—art, biology,

chemistry, earth science. English, foreign
languages, health and physical education,
mathematics, physical science and social
studies—are designed to offer experiences
beyond those available during the regular
school year.
Classes are open to all secondary school

pupils, including those who will complete the

sixth grade before June, 1974.
It costs $75 to enroll in the school and the fee

entitles a student to as many as three courses. A
fourth course may be taken for $25 more. There
is no additional charge for out-of-state students,
but no provisions will be made for housing.
Course openings are limited and will be filled

on a first-come basis, so mail the accompanying
form as soon as possible.

Rice Summer School for Junior and Senior High Students

Department of Education

P. 0. Box 1892

Houston, Tex. 77001

For further information regarding the Rice Summer

School for Junior and Senior High Students return this
coupon or call 528-4141, x666 or 1265.

Name

Address

City State

Zip

Endowments create five new
professorships

Next fall, five professors will take endowed
chairs for the first time at Rice. Four of the
professorships are new. created by recent gifts
to the University. The fifth, though created in
1966, is now being awarded for the first time.

Of the four newly endowed chairs, one was
sponsored by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation
while the other three were given by two alumni.
Mellon Foundation has long sought to aid the
stronger independent schools in America,
aiming especially to strengthen the influence of
the humanities. The Mellon grant will be used to
provide a visiting professorship. Rice's Fine Arts
Department is currently negotiating to bring a
specialist in oriental art to campus as the first
recipient of this award.
Two of the other professorships were

endowed under the will of Mrs. Blanch Harding
Sewall '17. The Andrew Hays Buchanan
Professorship of Astrophysics memorializes Mrs.
Sewall's maternal grandfather, who was a
professor of mathematics at Cumberland
University in Lebanon, Tenn.; the Noah Harding
Professorship of Mathematics honors Mrs.
Sewall's paternal grandfather, who was an
officer of the Fort Worth National Bank. As yet,
no one has been named to fill the positions
created by the Sewall will.
The fourth new endowed chair is the Herman

and George R. Brown Professorship in Civil
Engineering, which is funded by the Brown
Foundation to develop excellence in
engineering at Rice. Dr. James R. Sims '41,
currently professor of civil engineering at Rice,
has been appointed first recipient of the chair.
Sims joined the faculty in 1942 and except for
Navy service and graduate work at the
University of Illinois, he has been on the Rice
faculty ever since. In 1958 he became professor
of civil engineering and chairman of the
department. From 1958 to 1961 he served in the
additional capacity of Advisor to Men. Since
1963. he has been campus business manager.
Under his direction the University has added
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numerous buildings and renovated others. He
also served as consultant to Exxon. Lockwood
and Andrews, and the Air Force Chief of Staff.
He holds a number of patents on petroleum
production techniques.
The fifth professorship was created by the

Houston Endowment Fund in 1966. That year the
Mary Gibbs Jones Chair of History, which is held
by John Rath. was established. Next fall will
mark the first award of the Jesse H. Jones Chair
of Management. Dr. Robert R. Sterling, formerly
of the University of Kansas, will be the first to
hold that chair. His appointment is a significant
step toward developing a comprehensive -
program of management science.

Sterling has been widely honored in his
profession. At Kansas he was the Arthur Young
Distinguished Professor of Accounting and has
received the gold medal of the American
Institute of Certified Public Accountants "for the
most notable contribution to research in
accounting during 1968." He was recently
elected director of research for the American
Accounting Association. He has published five
books, the most recent of which, The Theory of
the Measurement of Enterprise Income, has
been reviewed as "a classic, certainly the best
book on the subject of this decade, and possibly
the best in this century."

Rice streakers:
turning the other cheek

As of this moment the streaking phenomenon
seems to have temporarily slipped beneath the
covers, but in the three week wake of turned
heads and flying clothes that followed the
country-wide wave of streaking, Rice's record is
extremely revealing. Approximately one hundred
streakers, the Wiess Varsity Streaking Team
reinforced with units from the other men's
colleges, braved squadrons of starlings and
raced beneath the oaks, sallied through the
Sallyport, and then turned tail and ran down
Main Street for a dip in Mecom Fountain,
loosening dentures from the dropped jaws of
patrons in the Warwick Hotel.
The first daylight streak sent two men from

Lovett College streaking from the Commuting
Students parking lot through the Quad to the
men's colleges, followed a day later by a
noontime streak of ten Baker girls skipping
around W.M.R.'s statue. Play was stopped at the
UT-Rice baseball game by streakers on the
infield. A number of students revealed a passing
interest in their studies by streaking through
three lecture classes.
Connisseurs of streaking find this variety of

bird watching more interesting and stimulating
than anything the Audubon Society has yet to
classify. The only question in most minds is
"what is proper etiquette when the panting
streaker stops?" As yet no Emily Post has
offered her suggestions. Does one inquire as to
"how's the weather?" or with something witty
like, "aren't you worried about a bad case of
moonburn?"
As for the future: No nudes is good nudes.

Owlmanac
Southern Methodist University:
Graduate Program in Art—an
exhibition of paintings,
sculptures, drawings, prints and
ceramics. Sewall Gallery, noon
to 5 p.m., Mon.—Fri.

Homage to Picasso—paintings,
drawings, prints, posters and
books in the D. and J. de Menil
Collection and the Menil
Foundation Collection. Rice
Museum, Tues.—Sat., 10 a.m.-5
p.m.. Sun. 12-6 p.m.

A Man for All Seasons. Rice
Players' production of Robert
Bolt's play will run for six days,
with one show each evening.
Hamman Hail, 8:00 p.m. Call 528-
4141 ext. 638, for reservations.
Tickets are $2 each.

Rondelet Beer Bike Races.
Alumni are invited to picnic at
noon before the flag goes down
at 2 p.m. Call 528-4141 alumni
office for information on
weekend festivities.

11th Annual Sudents' Art
Exhibition. Sewall Gallery, noon
to 5 p.m. weekdays. Reception
and special preview for Rice
alumni and friends will be held
April 15th. 5-7 p.m. in the Gallery.

Architecture and Urban Design,
by Albert A. Alcalay, 7:30 p.m. in
301 Sewall. Presented by the
Rice Design Alliance.

Woodwinds of Houston.
Chamber Music Series, 8:30 p.m.
in Hamman Hall.

Through Six months from April 26th. the April 26
April 5 Rice campus will be alive with

alumni. It's Homecoming:
October 26, 1974.

ft
An Arthur Hall Retrospective. A
concert of compositions by

April 27 ti-
ll-

Through Arthur Hall to honor the
April 28 Professor on his retirement. Lyric

Art String Quartet and Soloists
and Rice Chamber Music
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Orchestra, 8:30 p.m. in Hamman
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Mass Transit—Who Pays? Rice May 1
April 1-6 Design Alliance Spring

Symposium, noon to 5 p.m. in the
Grand Hall of Rice Memorial
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Senior Day. Alumni are invited to
share the joy. 5:30 p.m. in the
courtyard of the Rice Memorial
Center. Call the alumni office for
information.
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Sixty-First Commencement May 11
Exercises.

Brazil Cities Baroque and May 12
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April 17

Modern—a tour sponsored jointly
by the Rice Design Alliance and
the Alumni Association—departs
Houston for Brasilia.
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The office of the Association of
Rice Alumni welcomes calls or
letters concerning University or
alumni events in Houston or
anywhere. phone: 713-528-4141,
ext. 215/217.

Class Notes
What's your style?
We hope you will continue to tell us of your degrees, promotions, marriages and
births, but what else is happening in your life? We would like to see Class Notes reflect
the style. the interests, the Causes and the ideas of those whose paths crossed the Rice
campus. Tell us what's important to you.

Name Class

Address ( new)
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Class Notes
25-29
Waiter P. Moore, Sr. BS '27
has been named "Outstanding Engineer of
the Year" by the Houston area chapters of
the Texas Society of Professional Engineers.
Moore began his undergraduate career at
Rice when he was 15. He left to support him-
self for four years, returned to earn his de-
gree in civil engineering with distinction.
After several years with the consulting firm
of H. M. Sanford, Moore began his own con-
sulting practice in 1931. The following year
he married the former Zoe McBride '30.

Today W. P. Moore & Associates, Inc. em-
ploys 70, with offices in Houston and Beau-
mont, specializing in structural and civil
engineering.

Waldo F. McNeir BA '29
is retiring from the University of Oregon
where he is a professor of English; his wife
Corinne Crawford McNeir BA '30 is retiring
from her. position as associate professor of
library administration. In fall they will return
to Houston, where they hope to establish
contacts with Rice.

30-34
Festus F. "Flip" Calhoun BA '32
is a member of the board of directors of the
Hale county soil and water conservation
district, director of the South Plains Associa-
tion of Governments, and of Plains Weather
Improvement Association, on the advisory
committee of the Texas Water Development
Board, chairman of the steering committee
on the Running Draw project and trustee of
the National Farmers Organization.

Mrs. Leota Meyer Hess BA '33 writes that:
Frank Hurley BA '33, MA '35, PhD '37, of
Cleveland Heights, Ohio returned recently
from a long trip to the West coast. He visited
with Bob Hannon BA '34 and his wife in
Emeryville, Calif. and reported that Bob looks
much the same and retains his old joie de
vivre. He then visited Walter Appleby BS '36,
MA '37 and his wife Helen Norris BA '40. In
Portland, Ore., he stayed with Arthur F. Scott,
a former member of the chemistry department
at Rice and his wife Vera Prasilova Scott, who
was a prominent photographer. Vera's sister
Jara also lives in Portland. She is the widow
of Tom W. Bonner MA '32, PhD '34, a former
member of Rice's physics department.

Paul Klein Rees PhD '33
has been awarded one of five Citation of
Merit awards by Southwestern University's
Alumni Association. He is Professor Emeritus
of Mathematics at LSU. He is listed in Who's
Who In America and Who's Who Among
American Men of Science.

35-39
James H. Landes '35
has been elected to executive secretary of
the Baptist General Convention of Texas.
President of Hardin-Simmons University,
1963-66, he is pastor of Richardson First
Baptist Church.

40-44
Barbara Archer Allen BA '41
writes from Rock Cottage, West Buckland,
Near Kingsbridge, South Devon, England:
"It seems to have taken me seven years to

write and tell you of my change of address
from South India to South Devon. My hus-
band retired from tea planting that long ago
and we returned to the thatched cottage we
had bought here twelve years ago. While my
husband fishes and plays golf, I have begun
a new career — teaching in a primary (i.e.,
elementary) school. I attended a year's
graduate course before beginning. Life has
become very real after a rather grand-lady
life in the East for twenty years.

"All three sons are grown. The eldest is still
unsettled but back at the London School of
Economics after a happy spell on a kibbutz
in Israel. The middle boy teaches in London
and has a three-year old daughter, while the
youngest is married and currently doing his
internship at Guy's Hospital after Cambridge
and medical school at Guy's."

Louis Girard BA '41
wrote several of the songs on his album,
"Now And Then." All proceeds from sale of
the $10 album go to the Institute of Opthal-
mology, 1700 Holcombe, Houston, where it
may be purchased. Dr. Girard wrote, "For
Rice's Honor" and "Rice Hymn" while an
undergraduate.

Joy Walton Terry '42
has published her third book, College Chem-
istry Homework Exercises, Volume II. The
text is used by all freshmen chemistry stu-
dents at Tarleton State University, where
she is an associate professor of physical
sciences.

John B. Mackenzie BS '44
and Mary Clarke Jarvis Mackenzie BA '44
and their daughter, Nancy, have moved to
Cincinnati, Ohio, where John is president
of acrylic sheet division of Swedlow, Inc.

Margaret P. Sullivan BA '44
has been elected to a one-year ex officio
term on the board of corporators of The
Medical College of Pennsylvania in Phila-
delphia. Dr. Sullivan is currently president
of the American Medical Women's Associa-
tion.

45-49
Bob Tesoro BS '45
has been promoted from director of inter-
national operations to general manager-
manufacturing for Jefferson Chemical Com-
pany, and lives in Houston.

Robert F. Zeisman BS '47
has been made full partner in O'Connell,
Probst and Zelsman, Inc. an architectural
and engineering firm.

50-54
Gerard R. Walton BS '50
has been appointed manager of operations
for the chemicals division of Rohm and Haas
Company. He lives with his wife and three
children in Cherry Hill, N.J.

Lawrence E. Westkaemper BA '51, BS '52
has been appointed to assistant general
manager of the engineering division of Rohm
and Haas Company. Previously, he was man-
ager of the firm's Philadelphia plant.

Bill H. Howton '52
has been elected assistant vice president of
Hibbard, O'Connor & Weeks, Investment
Bankers

Betty Beall Beard BA '54
of Ripley, Tenn. writes: "We have bought a
country home where my husband grew up.
An engineer and a lawyer, he practices as a
management consultant in an office at home.
It is good to be back in the South after almost
18 years! I hope to be able to come to the
20th reunion of my class this year."

Dan Weiser BA '54, MA '56, PhD '58
of Dallas, was the subject of a feature article
in the Dallas Morning News recently.

For almost 15 years Weiser has been work-
ing to bring government to the neighbor-
hoods, opening the process, to those virtually
disenfranchised a few years ago. Besides his
political organizing, Weiser finds time to
write for the Oak Cliff Tribune and play with
his family of four boys. "I enjoy politics,"
Weiser says, "It's better than tennis."

55-59
J. D. Burns BS '56
graduated in December from Harvard Busi-
ness School's program for management de-
velopment, an intensive three-month course
for executives at the middle level of respon-
sibility. He has recently been promoted to
assistant general manager of Conoco Chem-
icals, a division of Continental Oil. He and
his wife, the former Margaret Garrett BA '61,
and three sons live in Ramsey, New Jersey.

A. Eugene Bynum BA '56, BS '57
has been named manager of refinery opera-
tions for Champlin Petroleum Co. He is re-
sponsible for the firm's three refineries and
is based in Fort Worth.

Selby W. Sullivan BA '56
has been elected president of Florida Gas
Company. He was vice president, general
counsel and secretary of the utility.

Lynwood J. Krischke BA '57, BS '58
previously plant manager of Rohm and Haas'
acrylic emulsion plant at Croydon, Penn.,
has assumed the position of assistant plant
manager of Rohm and Haas Texas Incorpo-
rated. He, his wife and four children live in
Houston.

Jay Myers BA'57
recently purchased The Columbus (Mon-
tana) News, is now publisher and living in
Columbus.

Dorothy Dobbins Nevill BA'57
has been appointed assistant dean in the
University of Florida's office of academic
affairs. Neville, who received her MA and
PhD degrees in psychology from the Uni-
versity of Florida, is an assistant professor
in the department of psychology at the
Gainesville, Fla. school. As assistant dean
she will be working on special projects and
program evaluations and has responsibility
involving equity for women working in con-
junction with the dean.

Neville is a member of the Southeastern
Psychological Association's commission on
the status of women and this summer was
invited to participate in the Institute for the
Administrative Advancement of Academic
Women held at the University of Michigan.
She is married to Dr. Gale E. Neville, pro-

fessor of engineering science, mechanics
and aerospace engineering. They are the
parents of two sons, ages 12 and nine.

W. M. ("Bill") Barrow '59
was featured in an article in the Houston
Post recently. The story followed Bill from
the trampoline accident that paralyzed him
in 1957, his years of therapy, through his
degree at the University of Houston engi-
neering school and Bates College of Law.
Bill passed the Texas Bar exam last June.

60-64
Thomas S. McIntosh BA '59, BS '60
has been named vice president, offshore
services-marketing of Zapata Corporation,
Houston. Formerly, he was vice president-
corporate development.

Neil Dunning Anderson BA '60
married the former Anna Worsham recently
and lives in Dallas.

Daniel B. Barnum BArch '60, BS '64
has been promoted from staff arthitect to
vice president of Wyatt C. Hedrick Archi-
tects & Engineers, Inc., Houston.

Ramon Mireles BA '60
has enrolled in the applied mathematics PhD
program at UCLA. He lives in Downey, Calif.

Robert C. Moy BS '60
and Ann Ward Moy BA '58
and their two sons live in Dallas where Robert
is president of MKW, Inc., a firm specializing
in employee benefit marketing, consulting
and administration. This year he was listed
in Who's Who In Texas.

Charlotte E. Reeves BA '60
was featured in a recent issue of Browning-
Ferris Industries' publication. The article is
titled "FBI's Secret Weapon." Officially, she
is executive assistant to the vice president of
corporate affairs.

Charles M. ("Julian") Blair BA '61
reports that: "What's important to me right
now is achieving some balance between (1)
creating art, theories (scientific & otherwise),
building things, raising plants & animals and
(2) relating to my friends, the people close to
me, strangers, children (mine and other peo-
ples'). I seem to have been raised in a culture
which valued material accomplishments and
status more than human interactions. I feel
that the schools I went to did little to teach
me about loving people, while they did try to
teach me how to create things out of matter
or words.

"I live on a farm in Sebastopol, Calif. with
Corlene, who is pregnant with my second
child, with Celery, (for 3 days a week) who
is 5 and my daughter, and some of the time
with Bob, who is a poet and writer. I like to
dance with people, give parties, teach school
and play with kids, express my emotions as
honestly as possible, weld sculptures, wood
stoves and other stuff, raise chickens, do
some gardening, paint weird designs, fix cars,
work with wood, create scientific theories,
take hikes, play volleyball, (etc. . .). I also
like to sit on the hill sometimes and just calmly
observe."

A. Thorpe Butler BA '63
has been awarded a PhD in English by the
Claremont, Calif., Graduate School. He also
has an MA from Claremont.

Ernest M. Honig, Jr. BA '63, BS '64
has been awarded a doctorate by the
University of Arizona, Tucson.

Counce Harrison Hancock BA '64
and his bride, the former Susan Snows,
honeymooned in Europe recently, then re-
turned to Pittsburgh, where he will practice
medicine. He studied medicine at South-
western Medical School.

Douglas E. Kleinman BA '64, PhD '69
and Susan Geisel Kleinman PhD 71
live in Lexington, Mass. with their three-year
old son Peter. Douglas is associated with the
Center For Astrophysics, a joint project of
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory and
Harvard College Observatory.

Sears McGee BA '64
and the former Mary Arnall Broach were
married in Charlotte, N.C. in August, 1966.
After two years' research at the British Mu-
seum in seventeenth-century English history,
he taught at Georgia Southern College in
Statesboro while writing his dissertation. He
received his doctorate from Yale in 1971.
Since then he has taught at the University of
California, Santa Barbara. He and his wife
have two children, Elizabeth (4) and Claude
(1 1/2.)
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John L. Mims '64
received an MS in hospital administration
from Trinity University in 1970. He has been
assistant administrator at St. Vincent's Hos-
pital in Birmingham, Ala. since then. He and
his wife Caren have two children.

Elizabeth L. Baird Saenger BA '64
reports: "I have been working hard with my
fellow Quakers in the area of pre-trial justice.
We bail people out of jail, follow them through
the courts and seek to rehabilitate them. I
also have a grant to explore employment
opportunities for ex-offenders. I am a Demo-
cratic committeewoman. My husband Robert
is a teacher and we have two sons, David (6)
and Michael (4).

"P.S. Having lived since '64 two years each
in Massachusetts, California, Minnesota and
Florida, we are very dedicated New Yorkers!"

65-69
Will Hubbard BComm. '65
has been named assistant manager of the
new Handy Andy in Houston. He has been
assistant manager of the store in San An-
tonio for over a year.

Gerald P. Urbach BA '65
has just become a partner in the law firm of
Geary, Brice, Barron & Stahl in Dallas. He
and his wife Susan have two sons, Craig (5)
and Brent (3). After graduation from UT Law
School in 1968, he spent a year clerking for
a federal judge in Tupelo, Miss.

Nan Laird Hughes '65
writes: "I am studying statistics at Harvard
and expect to receive my PhD in 1975.1 look
forward to teaching and consulting in statis-
tics. lam living in Cambridge, Mass. with my
son, Richard."

Gretchen N. VII( BA '66
is finishing a PhD in English at the University
of Florida. She is now living in Gainesville.

James B. Goodson BA '66
has been promoted to associate actuary in
the Southland Life Insurance Company,
Dallas, with which he has been affiliated
since 1967. He and his wife, Lynette, have
one child.

Jeffry Corbin BA '67, BArch. '68
and Lane Corbin were married recently in
Mexico City and along with her ten-year-old
daughter Kelly are living in Houston. Jeff is
a vice president with Caudill, Rowlett &Scott
in charge of interior and graphics division;
Lane is studying fashion at UH.

Douglas B. McNeal BA '67
celebrates his first year with the Foreign
Service on March 27th. A political officer, he
is now assigned to the science counselor's
office at the US Embassy in Tokyo. He is
cultivating a recent interest in astronomy
while his wife Karen (the former Han Jung-
sook) continues her studies in flower ar-
ranging and Japanese. They are interested
in contacting other Rice graduates in the
Foreign Service or in Tokyo.

J. H. Scott BA '67
married the former Kathleen Ann Bilderback
of Orville, Ohio last September 1st. They
honeymooned in the Carribean and are now
living in Milwaukee.

Robert B. McAshan BA '68
has been promoted to analyst in the research
and development department of Ranger In-
surance in Houston.

W. Sand Mueller BA '68
has opened a nursery, "Plants Alive," in
Espanola, N.M., and is expanding his opera-
tion to include a greenhouse.

Mauda Kelton Palmer BA '68
writes: "I have recently moved to Atlanta, Ga.
and married Jim Palmer, a management con-
sultant for Arthur Young and Company. lam
now a supervisor for Southern Bell Tele-
phone. My husband and I have become in-
volved in historical America, and we are
planning to purchase and authentically re-
store an antebellum home."

James W. Thelin BA '68
has been awarded an MA in speech path-
ology and audiology by the University of
Iowa.

Michael P. Berman BA '69
received his JD degree cum laude from Har-
vard Law School last June. He is now living
in Minneapolis and working for the Minne-
sota Attorney General's Office.

Theodore E. Fickel BA '69
recently q raduated from basic officer's course
in ordinance at Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Md., where he was in the top seventy percent
of his class. He also won the coveted "Most
Improved Appearance Award." He has now
retired from the Army and is living in New
Haven, Ct.

Larry Hilburn BA '69
completing work on an MS in zoology at
Texas Tech. Beginning in September, he will
spend six months at the University of Mel-
bourne as a research assistant and in inde-
pendent work in dipteran cytogenetics and
population variation.

Kathy Watson Isdale BA'69
was married to Mel A. Isdale on April 14,
1973, and the couple is now living in San
Antonio, Tex. After "sacrificing" 18 months
of her life to art as publicity director for The
First Repertory Company of San Antonio
(salary: typewriter paper, transportation,
coffee and a lot of excitement), Kathy is now
a society writer for the San Antonio Light.
Mel is director of band programs at Garner
Middle School.

"Frosty" Jenny Magid BA'69
joined the faculty of the chemistry depart-
ment of the University of Tennessee, Knox-
ville, as an instructor in September 1973.
She received her PhD from the University in
December 1973.

Charles R. Howard MArch. '69
has been promoted from staff architect to
vice president of Wyatt C. Hedrick Ai chitects
& Engineers, Inc. of Houston.

Richard L. Sawyer BA '69
has been awarded a PhD in statistics by the
University of Iowa.

Kitty Sch lid BA '69
received her JD from the University of Texas
last May and was admitted to the Bar in Sep-
tember. She is now working for the El Paso
Legal Assistance Society.

Carolyn Tribble BA '69
married Eric V. Witt and is now living in White
Plains, Md. She is regional housing planner
for the Richmond Regional Planning District
Commission.

William E. Waters Jr. BA'69, MChE'70
and Joan Foster Waters BA'70
proudly announce the birth of their first
child, Richard Lindsley, on September 12,
1973.

70-74
Dan Mike Bird BA '70
received a JD degree from Texas Tech School
of Law in May, 1973. He has opened his own
law practice in Quanah, Texas, where he and
his wife, the former Sue Kingsbery, now re-
side.

Bethany Ramey Close BA '70
writes that she was employed on the profes-
sional staff of the Girl Scouts of Central
Maryland until the birth of a son, Hunter
Garth, in October. In May, she, her husband
Lanny Garth Close MD, and Hunter will visit
family in Iran, Kuwait and Great Britain. On
July 1st the family will move to Houston so
Lanny can complete his surgical residency
at Baylor Affiliated Hospitals.

Anne M. Locke BA '70
has completed Peace Corps training for
Morocco, where she will serve for two years
as an architecture volunteer.

Alan H. Raynor BA '70
is now an attorney with the firm of Fulbright
and Crooker in Houston. His wife, the former
Lucy Glover, is a third year law student.

Richard G. Sylvan BA '70
and his wife, the former Linda Leigh BA '73
are living in New York City where Dick is a
corporate lending officer for Irving Trust
Company and Linda is an editorial research
associate for Reader's Digest.

Roy Turner BA '70
reports: "Since graduation, I obtained my
MBA from the Graduate School of Business
of the University of Chicago in 1972, spent
one year studying international and develop-
ment economics at the UniversiteCatholique
de Louvain in Louvain, Belgium and have
begun work as a financial analyst in the
Americas/Far East group of the IBM World
Trade Corporation."

Loni Rose Tyson BA '70
writes: "I'm presently living in Laredo, Tex.
with husband John and new baby boy Dana
Jeffrey, born November 3, 1973. Having
worked for Stanford Research Institute in
Washington, D.C. and later as a research as-
sistant for the Department of Natural Re-
sources for the state of Ohio, I'm now devoted
to my new job — motherhood.

Mark R. Williamson '70
and the former Kathline Smith BA '73 were
married on December 22nd. He works at
Rice's Institute for Computer Services and
Applications; she is teaching algebra at
Spring Branch High School.

Larry W. Wise MChE '70
reports that he: "was recently stricken by a
debilitating relapse of the Raglands (E type)
but is now completely recovered with almost
no visible after effects." Larry is living in
Austin.

Gary Carley BComm '71
has been appointed loan banking officer at
Central Bank and Trust in Farmers Branch,
Tex. He and his wife live in North Dallas.

Bruce A. Coates BA '71, BArch '71
Lt(jg), U.S.N., has been reassigned by the
Navy to Puerto Rico, where he is Chief of the
Naval Drug Rehabilitation Center.

Robert Duncan BA 71
reports: "I have had a piece of sculpture,
"Poobah Doobah, How's Yer Tuba?" accepted
in Midamerica V, a major biennial competi-
tion in the midwest. lam also a candidate for
an MFA degree from Washington University
in May."

Bill Maddox BA '71
writes that his second child, Michelle, has
just been born. His first, Allen, is now 2
years old.

Thomas L. Teer MS '71, PhD '73
has accepted a position in the research de-
partment of Shell Development Company,
Houston.

James G. White BA '71
has been awarded the Ralph Thomas Sayles
Fellowship at the Harvard Business School.
He is in the first year of Harvard's two-year
MBA program. Before he went to Harvard,
he was assistant director of admissions at
Rice.

Scott W. Wise BA '71
received a Master in Professional Account-
ing from UT and has joined the audit staff of
Arthur Anderson & Co. in Houston.

Mary Burnside BA '72
who married Bruce Anderson BA '73 writes:
"Since graduation, I've been working at Rice
(couldn't get away!) reporting elections and
working on part of the Sloan Project— right
now we're building a computer model of
Rice. Bruce is working for Honeywell as a
sales rep — loves the corporate world and
playing with big $'s. We were married in
July — he's Anderson, I'm Burnside."

James Francis Garner BA '72
married the former Donna Jeanne Thompson
BA '73. He is nearing the end of his second
year at UT Medical School in San Antonio;
she is an analyst programmer at City Public
Service Board, San Antonio.

Walter D. Hanig BA '72, MA '73
works in the operations research department
of TRW, Inc. and is residing in Torrence,
Calif.

Susan Clements Houchins BA '72
married James 0. Houchins, a third year UT
law student. She is working toward her mas-
ter's degree in educational psychology at
Southwest Texas State University, San
Marcos.

Consuelo Murray BA '72
is enrolled in the UT Medical School pro-
gram.

Michael J. Tyler BComm '72
has been selected to attend an 18-month
management development program at Pru-
dential corporate office in Newark, N.J.
Richard Hill, agency head of the Waco Pru-
dential office, said, "By all of our measuring
sticks he has been an outstanding success."

After completing the program, Tyler will be
division manager in the eight-state region
that includes Texas.

John Hardy Williams BA '72
has completed Peace Corps training for
Guatemala, where he will serve for two years
as an education volunteer.

Bruce R. Baker BA '73
writes: "I have quit my part-time job at Sears
and Roebuck and am currently working full-
time as a volunteer janitor at Lantrip Ele-
mentary School here in Houston. We have
an extensive volunteer program sponsored
by the Episcopal Church of the Redeemer
and the school's principal, Mr. Curtis Roberts,
of which janitorial service is only a segment.
I live with a family of Christians who support
me in this non-salaried job. lam often called
'Bruce Lee' by the kids after the star of the
Kung Fu movies."

Jer Mardis BA '73
has been named state communications co-
ordinator of Texas Democrats, a progres-
sive Democratic group.

Franklin N. Rhoad, Jr. BA '73
married the former Virginia Margaret Hawes
BA '73 recently. They live in Houston while
doing graduate work at Rice.

Vernon J. Temple, Jr. BA '73
and Darcy Goode BA '73 were married last
New Year's Day. They are living in Scotts-
dale, Ariz.

Steven J. Allen '74
is enrolled at the UT Medical School at
Galveston.

James F. Hejtmancik '74
entered Baylor College of Medicine after
completing his junior year at Rice. If he ful-
fills all requirements, he will receive an MD
from Baylor and a BA from Rice after three
years at Baylor.
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Deaths

Katherine Filson BA '20
died December 27th, in Houston.

Gladys Lindley Hutcheson '20
passed away December 11th, in Houston.

Wilbourn Thomas Robinson '20
died February 13th in Huntsville, Tex. He
was chairman of First National Bank of Hunts-
ville and board chairman of the Huntsville
Memorial Hospital. He was senior partner in
Gibbs Brothers & Co., a local real estate
firm. He is survived by his wife, son, daugh-
ter and six grandchildren.

J. Bryan McAdams '21
died recently. He is survived by his wife, one
daughter and one grandchild.

William Thomas Alexander, Jr. BS '24
died January 15th in Palestine, Tex., where
he lived since his retirement as general man-
ager of the New York Central Railroad in
1965. He is survived by his wife.

Jeremiah Schmidt BA '25
died September 24th in New Braunfels, Tex.

Joel Rosen '26
died of a coronary recently. He studied at
the Chicago Academy of Fine Arts, the Arts
Student League in New York and the Denver
Art School before assuming responsibility
for the family real estate firm in 1932.

William E. Little BA '27
of Austin recently passed away.

Bonnie Russell Newell BA '32
died January 12th in Alpine, Tex. She is
survived by two daughters and three sons.

John Shepard Rasberry BA '35
died December 26th in Houston. He was a
partner in Charles W. Johnson, Certified
Public Accountants, and a member of the
Houston Chapter, Texas Society.

The Very Reverend Joseph L. O'Rillion '36
died January 8th in Portland, Ore. Dean of
St. Stephen's Cathedral in Portland from
1950 to 1970, he served on the board of trus-
tees of Good Samaritan Hospital, St. Helen's
and Dagwell Hall, Boy's and Girl's Aid So-
ciety, Portland Civic Theater and the Leuke-
mia Society of Oregon.

Benjamin F. "Ben" Blanton BA '40
died February 27th of a heart attack at his
home in Houston. He was 55.

A journalist all his life, Blanton edited the
Rice Owl and worked as campus
correspondent for the Houston Post while a
student at Rice. After graduation, he edited
and published the Brenham Banner-Press
and served on the Wichita Falls Times and
Record News before returning to Houston
and the Post. From November 1970 until his
death, he was director of the Office of
Information Services at Rice.

During World War II, Blanton served as a
naval fighter pilot and signal landing officer
and was awarded the Bronze Star and Purple
Heart. He is survived by his wife. Caroline
Wells Blanton BA '44, two daughters and a
grandson. Contributions may be made to the
Fondren Library. Rice University, 77001.

Colonel William A. Wood, Sr. BS '40
passed away January 20th in Houston. After
a 27-year career in the Marine Corps, he re-
turned to,Houston and was associated with
Southland Paper Mills. He is survived by his
wife, four children and three grandchildren.

Robert J. Baldwin BS '42
of Houston, died December 16th.

Elizabeth Sharpe Jumper '50

died December 28, 1973. She is survived by
her parents, brother and sister.

Barbara Andrus Hatch BA '58
passed away January 9th in Lake Jackson,
Tex. She is survived by her husband and two
sons.

McCants'
Notebook
Student worshippers,
professorial dragons

Tenth in a series

Faces of members of the faculty appear on an-
other building in caricature. On the capitals of the
columns at the entrance to the small cloister be-
side the lecture hall of the Chemistry Building
there are three carvings. The first represents the
Committee on Examinations and Standing. On the
right Mr. McCann is studying the record of a stu-
dent which appears in the form of a tape passing
on through the hands of Mr. Caldwell. The tape
goes on through the hands of Mr. Tsanoff but in
some way the contractors got their measurements
mixed and Mr. Tsanoff is buried in the wall. This
spoiled the idea of the three fates.
The carving on the right of the entrance shows

Mr. Watkin with a group of freshman architects
bowing down before him. The original drawing
for this capital had a halo above Mr. Watkins
head. The halo was removed at his request.On
the east side of this column is Mr. Weiser, as a
dragon, holding down a chemistry student. A little
face in the upper righthand corner of the carving
is supposed to be Lawrence Flanagan, the chem-
istry store-room keeper and Mr. Weiser's very
dependable assistant.
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In many many places about the Chemistry Building
are symbols used by the alchemists which were
taken from J. Campbell Brown's A History of
Chemistry. Also taken from this book is a very
interesting medallion which appears over the
south entrance to the lecture hall. The inscrip-
tion, in Latin, is in circular form about a chemical
symbol at the center. The inscription is in three
concentric circles. The outer circle, reading
clockwise from one o'clock, is "Sola Vera Laudat
Philosophia Homines Veritatis Rectae." The next
circle, reading in the same manner, is "Fiet Inde
Xenophontis Verum Mandatum." The third circle
reads "Lege Omnes Sophos Ergo Sic Tuos." This
is an alchemists' enigma and the initial letters of
the words in the first two circles spell "SULPHUR
FIXUM." The words of the third circle on one side
are to be read clockwise and on the other counter
clockwise: "Ergo Sic Tuos—Sophos Omnes Lege"
spelling "EST SOL." "The concealed phrase
'sulphur fixum est sol' signifies the alchemical
theory that 'fixed sulphur is synonymous with
gold,' the precious metal being, as usual, sym-
bolized by ̀sol' the sun."
Around the capitals of ten columns on the

cloister of East Hall there are carved passages
from the Book of Proverbs and the Book of Wis-
dom:

"I prayed, and understanding was given me; I
called upon God and the spirit of wisdom came
unto me; ...

"For wisdom is a breath of the power of God,...
She is the reflection of the everlasting light, ... In
all ages, entering into holy souls, she maketh them
friends of God, and prophets."
"Wisdom hath builded her house,
She hath hewn out her seven pillars;
She hath mingled her wine;
She hath also furnished her table,
She hath sent forth her maidens; she crieth
Upon the highest places of the city,

"Whoso is simple, let him turn in hither;
As for him that is void of understanding,
she saith to him,
Come, eat ye of my bread,

And drink of the wine which I have mingled,
And walk in the way of understanding."

There is no cornerstone for East Hall, but the
date "A.D. 1914" is carved on the courtside of the
fourth capital from each end of the cloister.
The cornerstone of South Hall bears the in-

scription, "To the freedom of sound learning and
the fellowship of youth." The inscription on the
cornerstone of West Hall reads,

"0 vision of these early
days 0 spirit of our years
of faith 0 trust and jus-
ice in alliance with free-
dom soul of art and science
and beauty truth's undy-
ing wraith go with our
sons on all their ways"

Both of these inscriptions were written by Mr.
Lovett.
On a plaque in the lounge of Wiess Hall there

appears the academic seal of the Rice Institute
and the following:

This house has been erected
through generous gifts of friends

of the Rice Institute
in memory of

Harry Carothers Wiess
1887-1948

Vice-Chairman of the Board of Trustees

to be continued...

Pady Sue Whitcomb McCants BA '42
of Houston, passed away late last year. Pady Sue was

the wife of Robert Preston McCants BS '40. and the

daughter-in-law of the late J.T. McCants, Rice's first

bursar and author of the "Notebook."
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